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Collaborative Filtering Similarity Algorithm Using Common Items
Qian Wang, Taoqun Zhang, Zhe Rong*
Business School, Sun Yat-Sen University, GuangZhou, 512056, China
Abstract: Collaborative filtering (CF) plays an important role in reducing information overload by providing personalized
services. CF is widely applied, but common items are not taken account in the similarity algorithm, which reduces the
recommendation effect. To address this issue, we propose several methods to improve the similarity algorithm by
considering common items, and apply the proposed methods to CF recommender systems. Experiments show that our
methods demonstrate significant improvements over traditional CF.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of Web 2.0 has created millions of commodities that make the Web more convenient

for users. However, information overload has become a problem because of the enormous amount of content
that is added to the Web daily[1]. Personal recommender (PR) systems can effectively reduce this problem by
recommending goods which users may like. As a result, they may also increase users’ loyalties and improve
sales on e-commerce websites [2].
The recommendation process is performed using the following algorithms:
(1) Content-based filtering makes recommendations by matching the characteristic profiles of items to the
interest profiles of users based on the user’s purchase history [3, 4];
(2) Hybrid recommender systems combine different recommendation algorithms, such as content-based
filtering and collaborative filtering, to improve the accuracy of the recommender system[5, 6];
(3) Resource allocation-based recommender systems hypothesize that the items chosen by the objective user
contain related resources, determine those resources through a resource allocation algorithm, and then
recommend items to the user based on these resources[7, 8];
(4) Collaborative filtering (CF) seeks the nearest neighbors of the objective user based on a similarity
algorithm and predicts the rating of items which the objective user has not rated [9, 10].
Because CF is not restricted by whether an item can be directly assessed by a computer it is one of the most
successful recommender system technologies, and has been used by large on-line enterprises (such as Amazon
and Netflix). However, similarity algorithms have some limitations.
Breese et al. suggested that an item’s weighting should be connected to the number of ratings, and proposed
using an IUF method to determine an item’s relative weight[11]. Alternatively, Herlocker et al. weighted items
based on the spread of other user’s ratings[12]. Candillier et al. combined Jaccard similarity and other similarity
algorithms to improve the accuracy of the recommendations [13]. Ahn et al. proposed that the similarity algorithm
must take account of the following factors: proximity, impact, and popularity[14]. Babadilla et al. used mean
square difference to measure the similarity of users[15]. Heung-Num Kim et al. used prediction error information
to refine the predicted ratings of the objective user[16].
In this paper, we show that the traditional similarity algorithm does not consider common items, which
reduced the accuracy of the similarity algorithm and lessens the effect of the recommender. We propose several
methods to improve the similarity algorithm by considering common items. Experiments demonstrate that our
*
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methods have significant advantages over traditional CF.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we use simulations to determine
weaknesses of the traditional similarity algorithm. In section 3 several improved similarity algorithms are
proposed. Section 4 we determine the recommendation effects of different methods through experiments. In
section 5 we evaluate and compare our methods with existing methods. In section 6 we conclude our work and
describe future studies.
2.

WEAKNESS IN THE SIMILARITY ALGORITHM
In the traditional CF algorithm (CFA), which chooses the nearest neighbor of the objective user, users are

likely to be selected with fewer common items than the objective user. For example, in the MovieLens dataset
(Figure 1), the average number of items in common with the objective user steadily increases with the length of
the nearest neighbor path. This demonstrates that the fewer common items, the more likely it is to be at the top
of the nearest neighbor list.

Figure 1. Average number of common items relative to the length of nearest neighbor path

The main reason for this is that the traditional similarity algorithm mostly considers the differences between
users’ ratings. By ignoring common items, it is unable to reliably determine the similarities between users,
which results in reducing the effectiveness of the recommender. In the following section an experiment is
presented to confirm the cause of this problem.
We propose that when adding a new common item where the difference between ratings is less than 1, the
similarity of the users should be increased or reduced, as appropriate. Supposing that a user can rate an item
from 1 to 5, there are 25 possible combinations of the ratings,

and

, of two users. If the difference

between the ratings is less than 1, we use “+”, otherwise we use “−”.
Table 1. Similarities of users with a 5 score rating system
1

2

3

4

5

1

+

+

−

−

−

2

+

+

+

−

−

3

−

+

+

+

−

4

−

−

+

+

+

5

−

−

−

+

+
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From Table 1, we can determine that when adding a new common item, the probability of increasing or
decreasing the similarity is almost equal (13/25 chance to increase; 12/25 chance to decrease). In the next
section we will simulate the above process as follows:
1) Randomly generate two group numbers,
each user

and

and , then the initial similarity between users

and

2) Randomly generate two group numbers,
to users

and

, assign a number to

is

.

and

, assign these numbers

, then combine with the existing data to calculate the similarity of users

and

as

.
3) Compare

and

. If

, the counter is incremented to

.
4) Repeat the above process

times, the calculate the percentage similarity

.
Table 2. Results of similarity simulation
S+T
S
s=3

s+t=3

s+t=4

s+t=5

s+t=6

s+t=7

s+t=8

1

0.47

0.40

0.36

0.34

0.33

1

0.51

0.44

0.41

0.40

1

0.53

0.47

0.44

1

0.54

0.48

s=4
s=5
s=6

Table 2 shows the results of the simulation. Combining the cases of 1 or 2 common items where the
similarity of every pair of users is 1, we can conclude that a user having fewer items in common the target user
is more likely to be selected as the nearest neighbor.
3.

IMPROVING THE SIMILARITY ALGORITHM BASED ON COMMON ITEMS
Instead of the normal definition of similarity, we propose that user similarity contain two aspects: the

similarity of users’ ratings, which ensures the when two users are considered similar the differences between
their ratings will be small; and the number of common items between users, such that only when the number of
common items is above a threshold value can we consider users to be similar. Taking into account these factors,
we propose new similarity algorithms based on whether the number of common items is more than a threshold
value, in order to remove users with few items in common with the target user, and thus improve the effect of
recommender systems.
3.1 Similarity algorithm based on percentage-threshold.
It is inappropriate to use a constant threshold for all users, for instance, a threshold of 5 items is too high
when a user has rated 10 items, and too low when they have rated 100 items. Therefore, we suggest using a
percentage of the number of items rated to determine the threshold value. There are two methods to take into
account the number of items rated by the user. The first is the symmetrical method, which uses the minimum of
two users’ ratings. The second is the unsymmetrical method, which uses the target user’s rating.
The similarity algorithm based on the symmetrical method is as follows:
(1)
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Where

is the percentage,

respectively, and

and
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is the number of items rated by users

is the number of common items between users

and

and

,

. This is the

symmetrical-percentage collaborative filtering algorithm (SPCFA).
The similarity algorithm based on the unsymmetrical method is defined as:
(2)
This is the dissymmetrical-percentage collaborative filtering algorithm (DSPCFA).
3.2 Similarity algorithm based on log-threshold value.
When using a percentage-based method to determine the threshold value, the threshold value increases
proportionally with the number of items a user has rated. Therefore, this method is unsuitable for users with a
large number of rated items. For example, if two users rated have rated 100 and 120 items the percentage
difference is 30%, and the threshold value is 30. Therefore, these two used would not be considered similar. To
resolve this problem, we propose using the log function to determine threshold values, because as the log
function increases, the rate of the increase in the threshold decreases. As with the percentage threshold method,
the log-based threshold is divided into symmetrical and dissymmetrical methods.
The similarity algorithm based on the symmetrical-log method (SLCFA) is defined as:

(3)

Where a, b is a coefficient variable.
The similarity algorithm based on the dissymmetrical-log method (DLCFA) is defined as:
(4)
3.3 Similarity algorithm based on probability threshold value.
We believe that if two users are similar, the number of common items should be larger than the expectation
of the common items between the target user and a randomly selected user. Therefore, we propose using the
expectation and the standard deviation of common items to determine the threshold value. Supposing the target
user has rated

items, the frequency of items rated is

, and

is the total number of users, so the

probability of an item selected by the user is defined as:
(5)
To simplify the calculation we assume that every item is dependent, hence, the expectation of the number of
common items with the target user can be calculated as:
(6)
The calculation of the standard deviation is as follows:
(7)
According to the central limit theorem, the number of common items obeys normal distribution, although
may be less than 30 in some case. For a degree of confidence

, the threshold value can be calculated as follows:
(8)
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The above method is the probability and statistics collaborative filtering algorithm (PSCFA).
4.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS
In this section, we report the results of the experimental evaluations of the proposed similarity algorithms,

and determine the optimal parameters for each method.
4.1 Dataset and evaluation metrics
The experimental dataset was from MovieLens, an online movie recommender system developed by the
University of Minnesota. The dataset includes 1,000,000 ratings of 1682 movies by 943 users. This dataset is
publicly available. The dataset was randomly divided into two parts: the training dataset (90% of the data), and
the test dataset (10% of the data).
To measure the accuracy of the predicted score, we employed the root mean squared error method, which is
widely used in research. The root mean squared error of user

for M items is defined as:
(9)

Where

are the predicted and actual ratings, respectively, of user . The error of the whole

recommender system is:
(10)
4.2 Parameter experiments
In this section, we show detailed experiments results of the proposed algorithms with different parameters.
4.2.1 Effectiveness of CFA using adjusted cosine similarity
A single parameter, the length of the nearest neighbor path,

, was adjusted in this experiment.

was

varied from 50 to 230 in intervals of 10.

Figure 2. Effectiveness of CFA using adjusted cosine similarity

Figure 2 shows that the length of the nearest neighbor path significantly influences the recommender. When
=205, the

was minimized to 0.962.

4.2.2 The effectiveness of CFA based on percentage threshold value
In this experiment, the length of the nearest neighbor path,
ranged from 50 to 200 in intervals of 10, and
are shown in figure 3.

, and the percentage,

, were controlled.

from 0 to 1 in intervals of 0.05. The detailed results of SPCFA
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Figure 3. Results of SPCFA

When

=200, the

was minimized to 0.960. This algorithm did not greatly improve the effectiveness

of the recommender over that using the traditional CFA, because it does not remove users with few items in
common with the target user from the nearest neighbor list.
The parameters of the DSPCFA experiment were the same those of the SPCFA experiment, and the results
are presented in figure 4.

Figure 4. Results of DSPCFA

When

was minimized

=80,

=0.30, and

=0.925. This is a great improvement over the

traditional CFA.
4.2.3 Effectiveness of CFA based on log function threshold value
Three parameters were adjusted in this experiment: the length of the nearest neighbor path,
parameters

and

. As the effects of adjusting parameter

is no need to change parameter
and

. Therefore, we set

from 1 to 3 in intervals of 0.1.

=4.

can be achieved by adjusting parameter

, and
, there

was adjusted from 50 to 200 in intervals of 10,
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Figure 5. Result of SLCFA

From figure 5 that when

=190,

=1, and

=0.939. This is a slight improvement over the traditional

CFA.
The parameters of the DSLCFA experiment were the same as the SLCFA experiment, and the results are
shown in figure 6.

Figure 6. Result of DSLCFA

From graph 5, when

=150,

=1.3, and

=0.9272. It is a very significant improvement over the

traditional CFA.
4.2.4 Effectiveness of CFA based on probability threshold value
In this experiment, the length of the nearest neighbor path,
ranged from 50 to 200 in intervals of 10, and
in figure 7.

, and the parameter

were adjusted.

from 1 to 3 in intervals of 0.1. The detailed results are shown
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Figure 7. Results of PSCFA

Graph 7 shows that when =150,

=2.2, and

=0.920. This is a significant improvement over the

traditional CFA.
5.

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT METHODS
In this section, we compare the proposed methods with each other and traditional CFA with regards to

prediction accuracy and computational complexity. The results with the lowest error for each method are
presented in table 3.
Table 3. Results of different methods
Method
1

Parameter

L

RSME

Improvement

——

210

0.962

——

2

= 0.03

200

0.960

0.2%

3

= 0.32

80

0.925

3.85%

4

= 4,

=1

190

0.939

2.39%

5

= 4,

= 1.6

150

0.927

3.64%

6

= 2.2

150

0.920

4.37%

5.1 Comparing prediction accuracy
In Table 3, the methods that consider common items show great improvements in prediction accuracy over
the traditional CFA. As it does not take account of common items, the traditional CFA is poor at determining
similarity, and selects some users with few items in common with the target user as the nearest neighbor. This
limits the effectiveness of the traditional CFA. All of the methods which consider common items determined
similarities between users more accurately than the traditional CFA. The greatest improvement was 4.37%,
achieved by the PSCFA, followed by 3.85% attained by the DSPCFA. These results demonstrate that similarity
algorithms based on common items improve the accuracy of recommender systems.
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5.2 Comparing computation complexity
In this section, we compare the computational complexity of the proposed methods and of the traditional
CFA. Generally, increasing the prediction accuracy requires a corresponding increase in computational
complexity. The magnitude of this increase affects the extensibility and practicality of using a method in
real-time. Therefore, when evaluating methods we also need to compare the computational complexities.
The computational complexity is related to the following parameters: the number of users m, the number of
items n, and the length of the nearest neighbor path

. The recommendation process can be divided into two

parts: 1) calculating similarities with other users, and 2) predicting ratings based on the scores of the nearest
neighbor. The upper bound of the similarity calculation is

, and the upper bound of the prediction is

. However, the similarities can be calculated off-line, so this part does not significantly effect real-time
requests. Therefore, the prediction part of the process plays a greater role in determining the computational
complexity.

The length of the nearest neighbor path can be used to compare the complexities of different

methods. From table 3, the similarity algorithms which consider common items are superior to the traditional
CFA, because these algorithms remove users that are have few items in common with the target user, which
reduces the computation complexity. The lowest complexity was for the DSPCFA where = 80.
6.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have shown that the main problem of the traditional similarity algorithm is that it ignores common items.

Based on this analysis, we proposed several similarity algorithms based on common items. Our experiments
demonstrated that the proposed similarity algorithms show significant improvements over the traditional CF.
In future work, we intend to use social networks to improve the similarity algorithms further. Because the
preferences of friends tend to be similar, we would like to be able to recommend goods to users based on their
friends’ purchase histories.
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